Thoraco-abdominal asynchrony in children during quiet sleep using Hilbert transform.
We present a technique based on the Hilbert transform to quantify the thoraco-abdominal asynchrony (TAA) based on the phase shift between ribcage (RC) and abdomenal (AB) breathing signals acquired using respiratory inductive plethysmography (RIP). We employed this method to investigate RIP during overnight polysomnography (PSG) in 40 healthy children for analysis of their breathing patterns in various stages of sleep (ss 2, 3, 4 and REM) and in two common sleeping positions (supine and lateral). RIP signals free of respiratory or movement artifacts were segmented into 30 second epochs. Those epochs with maximum power in the quiet breathing frequency range and positional invariance throughout were included for further processing. TAA was calculated from corresponding RC and AB excursions. We found a statistically significant influence of sleep position on the level of TAA in all stages of non-REM sleep. In conclusion, the Hilbert transform provides a simple tool for the quantification of thoraco-abdominal asynchrony.